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AbstractAn apparatus for quantum key distribution using two unbalanced �bre Mach-Zehnder interferometers has been constructed in our laboratory. Physical aspects qual-ifying good performance of the system were thoroughly studied. The research covereda matter of coherence properties of the light source, a question of losses, noise, polar-ization, optimization of detection, problems associated with the decrease of visibilitycaused by imperfections of beam-splitters and unbalanced losses in di�erent arms ofinterferometers, and active stabilization of interference (the problem of thermal stabil-ity). A quantum identi�cation system has been proposed and tested. It combines asimple classical identi�cation procedure and quantum key distribution, where the lat-ter functions to replace used identi�cation sequencies by new ones. Each identi�cationsequence is used only once. The questions of authentication of public discussion havealso been studied.INTRODUCTIONIn everyday life there are many situations when it is necessary to conceal the con-tents of con�dential information conveyed over insecure communications lines. Classicalcryptographic techniques have proved very helpful for this task. However, nearly allthese techniques are merely computationally secure, i.e., they rely on limited advance-ment of computer power, technologies, and mathematical algorithms in the foreseeablefuture. The construction of a quantum computer can seriously menace their security.1



Figure 1. A scheme of optical part of the apparatus. El. Att. { electronic attenuator, PoC {polarization controllers, PM { planar electro-optic phase modulators, Att { attenuators, Pol {polarizers, C { �bre couplers, VRC { variable ratio coupler, AG { air gap.In the recent past, there has been a good deal of research of a new cryptographicmethod whose security is based on the fundamental laws of quantum physics { quan-tum cryptography.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Its main triumph is that it can solve the problem of keydistribution. From the practical point of view, it is interesting that quantum cryp-tography may expediently be realized by means of quantum optics. The alphabet isrepresented by quantum states of electromagnetic �eld and optical �bre serves as atransmission channel. To encode information, e.g., polarization or phase can be used.The method based on \one-photon" interferometry has been analyzed by our group.One of the basic cryptographic tasks is to certify the identities of the legitimateusers of a communications line. Existing identi�cation systems are only computation-ally secure. A quantum identi�cation system was �rst proposed by C. Cr�epeau andL. Salvail.8 Their identi�cation protocol is based on quantum oblivious transfer. Aliceand Bob mutually check their knowledge of a common secret string without disclosingit. However, quantum oblivious transfer has been proved insecure against the so-calledcollective attacks by D. Mayers,9, 10 and H.K. Lo and H.F. Chau.11 Although to per-form collective attacks is not possible with current technology, recent developmentssuggest that it might be possible in the near future. We propose an identi�cation pro-tocol combining expediently a simple classical identi�cation method with quantum keydistribution.122



EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATIONOutlines of experimental implementation of our system are given in Fig.1. Theapparatus is based on an interferometric setup with time multiplexing. It consists oftwo unbalanced �bre Mach-Zehnder interferometers. The path di�erence (2 m) of thearms of each interferometer is larger than the width of the laser pulse (its duration is4 ns). Interference occurs at the outputs of the second interferometer for pulses \goingthrough" long-short or short-long paths. These paths are of the same length and theyare indistinguishable. Each of these interferometers represents the main part of the\terminals" of both communicating parties (called conventionally Alice and Bob). Theterminals are interconnected by a 0.5 km single mode optical �bre acting as a quantumchannel and also by a classical channel (local computer network). As a light source,a semiconductor laser operating at 830 nm is used. Laser pulses are attenuated bya computer-controlled attenuator so that the intensity level at the output of the �rstinterferometer is 0.1 photon per pulse. The accuracy of this setting is monitored bydetector D3. Polarization properties of light in the interferometers are controlled bypolarization controllers PoC. To balance the lengths of the arms, an air gap AG withremotely controlled gap-distance is used. The phase coding is performed by means oftwo planar electro-optic phase modulators PM (one at each terminal). As the last beamsplitter a variable ratio coupler VRC is used. With this setup, it is possible to reachvisibilities well above 99.6 %. Detectors D1{D3 are single photon counting modules withSi-avalanche photodiodes. Their output signals are processed by detection electronicsbased on time-to-amplitude converters and single channel analyzers. Both terminals arefully driven by computers. The interferometers are placed in thermo-isolating boxes.Together with automatic active stabilization of interference, it enables us to reach lowerror rates below 0.4 % with raw data transmission rates of the order of kilobits persecond.WHAT AFFECTS GOOD PERFORMANCE OF THE APPARATUSAn analysis of various physical inuences is important for minimizing the device'serror { a necessary condition for e�ective detection of eavesdropping.Coherence properties of laser pulses used. The coherence length and theshape of the autocorrelation function determine the precision with which it is necessaryto balance the lengths of the arms of the interferometer in order to obtain high visibilityof interference. In our particular case, to reach visibilities above 99.5 % the pathdi�erence of the arms must not exceed 5 �m.Unbalanced losses and beam-splitting ratios. Fringe visibility in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is adversely a�ected by beam-splitter imperfections and unequallosses in its arms. The e�ect of these factors may be eliminated by inserting additionallosses in one of the arms of the interferometer13. However, if unity visibilities arerequired at both detectors, then the last beam splitter must have an ideal 50:50 splittingratio. This is the reason why we employ a variable ratio coupler as the output beamsplitter in our interferometer. (Real beam splitters are \nonunitary", thus the ratio50:50 is meant between two inputs of the coupler to each output separately.) Theadditional losses mentioned should be concentrated in Alice's part of the interferometersince losses in Bob's part decrease transmission rates. In our apparatus the losses ofBob's part are about 4.5 dB.Polarization of light. Fringe visibility further depends on the degree of polariza-tion of light entering the interferometer and, of course, on congruence of polarization3



states of the beams combined at the output of the interferometer14. In our systemthe degree of polarization of laser radiation is improved by planar phase modulators(placed in both arms) which also serve as polarizers with extinction coe�cient 10�6.The changes of polarization states in optical �bres (due to birefringence caused bybending the �bres, etc.) must be compensated for by polarization controllers. Anotherproblem arises because of distortions of polarization on the �bre connecting Alice's andBob's parts of the interferometer. A partial solution is to place a polarizer in front ofBob's apparatus { then the polarization changes a�ect the data rate but do not verye�ect the error rate.Thermal uctuations of phase. Fluctuations of temperature and temperaturegradients cause changes of refraction indices of �bers. This is the reason for substan-tial instability of the interference pattern. Both parts of the interferometer must bethermally isolated (we use polystyrene boxes). The environmental perturbations mayfurther be reduced by means of active stabilization of the interferometer. After cer-tain time intervals (during key distribution), constructive interference at one detectorand destructive at the other one is found by scanning the phase di�erence, and \rela-tive zero" is set on the phase modulators. The combination of the passive and activemethods of stabilization gives very good results. In our measurements, the period afterwhich the interferometer was calibrated was usually 3 s (the phase deviations were thensmaller than �=100).Timemultiplexing and synchronization. If only one interconnecting �bre is tobe used, time multiplexing is necessary. There are three time-separated peaks, but onlythe middle one \interferes". The separation of the peaks should be as small as possiblesince small path di�erence of the arms of the \sub-interferometers" is advantageous(especially due to lower sensitivity to environmental inuences). However, the peaksmust not overlap { it would decrease visibility. We use separation 10 ns.Noise of detectors. The dark counts of detectors represent { together with losseson transmission line { the crucial factor limiting the range of quantum cryptographictransmission. We have used detectors based on Si avalanche photodiodes with less then60 dark counts per sec.QUANTUM IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMIn this section we briey describe two protocols for mutual identi�cation that wereimplemented in our laboratory quantum cryptographic system. In both these proto-cols, Alice and Bob check their common secret (random) string in a classical way. Toprevent from a later misuse, each identi�cation sequence is used only once and thedistribution of a new common secret string is achieved by means of quantum key dis-tribution (QKD) based on the BB84 protocol.1 QKD has recently been proved secureagainst any collective attack allowed by quantum mechanics,15, 16 and thus it o�ers un-conditional protection even against eavesdroppers possessing unlimited computationaland technological power.Protocol I (unjammable open channel)The protocol consists of a three-pass exchange of identi�cation sequences (ISs) andit can be realized as follows (Alice and Bob already share several secret triads of IS):� Alice and Bob say each other their ordinal numbers of the �rst unused IS triadsin the stack and choose the higher one if they di�er.4



� { Alice sends the �rst IS of the triad to Bob.{ Bob checks whether it agrees with his copy. If not, Bob aborts communica-tion and shifts his pointer to the next triad. Otherwise he sends the secondIS of the triad to Alice.{ Alice compares whether her and Bob's second ISs agree. If not, she abortscommunication and shifts her pointer. Otherwise she sends the third IS toBob. If Bob �nds it correct, the identi�cation is successfully �nished.� To replace the used ISs, Alice and Bob \refuel" new ISs by means of QKD andset the pointers to their initial positions.The three passes are necessary for the following reason: An eavesdropper (Eve)can pretend to be Bob and get the �rst IS from Alice. Of course, Alice recognizesthat Eve is not Bob because Eve cannot send the correct second IS. So Alice abortsconnection and discards this triad (i.e., shifts her pointer to the next one). However,later on Eve could turn to Bob and impersonate Alice. She knows the �rst IS! Bob canrecognize a dishonest Eve just only because she does not know the third IS.Let us note that Alice and Bob can tolerate a certain small number of errors incompared ISs (such that corresponding information leaked to Eve during QKD wouldnot be su�cient for her to succeed in the identi�cation procedure). Thus there is noneed to perform error correction and privacy ampli�cation after QKD.Protocol II (with authenticated public discussion)In reality, it is di�cult to create a physically unjammable communication channel.Therefore unconditionally secure authentication of the messages sent over the openchannel is necessary. The authentication of public discussion performed during QKDcan be, however, utilized for the identi�cation itself. Three-pass authenticated publicdiscussion can function as the three-pass exchange of ISs described in the Protocol I.Note, that the authentication would anyway require additional \key" material to beprestored and transmitted similarly to ISs. The concrete authentication algorithm em-ployed is based on the so-called orthogonal arrays17 and is briey described elsewhere.12A more detailed description of the protocol will be given in a separate paper.� Alice and Bob �rst perform transmission over the quantum channel according tothe BB84 protocol.� Alice and Bob say each other their addresses in the pool of shared secret infor-mation and choose the higher one if they di�er. Then a three-pass authenticatedpublic discussion follows:{ Bob sends to Alice an authenticated message containing the positions of bitsrandomly selected for error rate estimation.{ Alice checks authentication and aborts communication if it fails. Otherwiseshe sends back to Bob an authenticated message containing the bases andbit values of the selected bits.{ Bob checks authentication and aborts communication if it fails. Next hecompares bases of the selected subset and retains only those qubits wherehis and Alice's bases coincide. At last, he estimates error rate and abortscommunication when his result exceeds a certain limit value.12 If all thesethree tests are correctly passed, he sends to Alice an authenticated message5
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